SABA ENGINEERING Plc.
Your Partner For Development!

COMPANY PROFILE

MISSION STATEMENT
To ensure the delivery of cutting edge construction & consultancy
services and products which enhance the development of quality
life of the society. SABA realizes these ideals through:
Strategic Business Plan
Attracting and retaining skilled employees
Creating and maintaining partnership on the basis
of mutual beneﬁts technical advances
Taking care of natural environment

VISSION STATEMENT
The vision of SABA engineering Plc is to be a dependable construction & consultancy Engineering service and product provider
nationally and internationally.

QUALITY POLICY
SABA Engineering plc is committed to satisfy customersʼ’ needs and
expectations by providing on time quality service.
The Management and Employeesʼ’ commitment to continual improvement and meeting customersʼ’ expectation is the foundation for
achieving our quality objectives.
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1. Managing Directorʼ’s Message
17 years ago, we dreamt of having world class, Multi-National, Ethiopian Engineering Company and, with GODʼ’s Grace and Blessings, we
achieved it. I take this opportunity to pay my earnest gratitude to all who
directly and indirectly contributed to this success and are still deeply
committed to take this dream to new heights. But most of all, I give my
gratitude in total humbleness, to the highest of all –the Almighty God.
Eng. Samson Bekure Tefera

In this journey, in pursuit of excellence and to serve mankind by developing a sustainable Business Module, we faced lots of challenges; but the
team at SABA has consistently been determined to overcome any challenge with utmost professionalism, sincerity, hard work and team spirit.
Most of all, it has always been intrinsic of SABA –employees and team
of managers-to regard challenges and advancement.
In our consistent endeavor to grow, we have learned to respect the concept of Value-for-Money when it comes to our Customers and worked
hard to delight them with the quality of our services in the ﬁeld of civil
Engineering in the areas of consultancy, construction and manufacturing
of construction materials for the construction of infrastructures. We are
also focused on getting ISO: 9001:2008 certiﬁcation shortly preparing
our employees and team of managers and relying on their commitment
to that effect.
Customers around the world recognize SABA for its dedication to excellence in all of its activities of providing products and services. We assure
all stake holders that SABA will collaborate with the best of companyʼ’s
and successful international business establishments in order to widen its
capacities through introduction of modern technology and going into
new areas of business for the best beneﬁt of the nation.
We are sure that with continued support from our Employees, Customers and all stakeholders, we shall take our Organization to new heights
in the years to come realizing our vision of becoming in the process
one of the best international Engineering Consulting and Construction
companies.
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2. Corporate Overview

SABA Engineering is a multi-disciplinary consultancy and contracting ﬁrm, providing professional services in a wide range of
Civil & Water Engineering works including water well drilling.
Established in November 1992 under the name of SAVA Geotechnical Engineers, the organization has dramatically broadened its
initial scope of services, and is now a diversiﬁed Ethiopian Engineering company. Its present name SABA Engineering Plc. was
adopted since October 1998 to reﬂect this change.
At inception, SABA was oriented toward geotechnical engineering. However, the interests of the ﬁrm, and its concomitant staff
capabilities and interests have grown exponentially, and the organization is currently providing professional services in all of
the principal sectors of Civil Engineering including manufacturing of various types of construction materials. The companyʼ’s
headquarter is located in Kaliti, a suburb of Addis Ababa, and
a branch ofﬁce in the center of Addis Ababa. In addition, the
company has already opened branch ofﬁces in Uganda, Rwanda
and The Sudan.
SABA Engineering provides services pertaining to: consultations;
investigations; the preparation of economic and technical reports;
design; design review; contract administration; and the supervision of civil and water works projects.

A range of comprehensive services
are offered in the following areas:
Road Engineering
Building Engineering
Geo-technical Engineering

SABA offers its clients the beneﬁts of its advanced CAD service

Water Engineering

providing AutoCAD capabilities with the use of various design

Contract Package Preparation

softwares. The CAD technology is used in all facets including

Environmental Assessments

the drafting and design of roads, water systems, bridges and

Feasibility study & Trafﬁc Engineering

buildings.
Among SABAʼ’s facilities is a fully equipped materials laboratory,
the services of which contribute a major element of the ﬁrmʼ’s
services in the ﬁeld of Geotechnics. SABA has the capability of

Assistance during Tender Process
Construction Supervision
Civil works Construction
Electromechanical Works

performing tests on a wide range of construction material includ-

Manufacturing of Construction Material

ing:

Supply Business

water quality; soils; cement; aggregate; concrete; blocks

and rocks.
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Geotechnical Engineering Department is delivering services in the
ﬁeld of Material Investigation and Pavement Design as well as Geotechnical Investigation for various sustainable development projects
here in Ethiopia and extending its reach to East African countries,
recently.
SABA Engineering PLC was retained by the Ethiopian Electric Power
Corporation (EEPCO) for the implementation of the Ethiopian Rural Electriﬁcation Project (REP) in many rural towns and villages in
Ethiopia.
The services provided under the above Rural Electriﬁcation Project
include:
Survey and Line Routing
Erection of Electro-Mechanical equipment;
Erection of netstations including step-up
transformers and cubicles;
15 and 33 KV distribution lines;
15/0.4 KV and 33/0.4 KV transformers;
Street lighting;
Electro-Mechanical erection of diesel electric
power generating sets;
The Civil construction works of diesel engine
power houses and staff dwelling houses; and
Material transportation from EEPCO ware house
in Addis Ababa to each Construction site.
SABA is one of the leading Manufacturing ﬁrms in Ethiopia which
has established a modern plant for Pre-Stressed Spun, Spliced Spun
(ﬂanged pieces) & Rectangular shaped Concrete Poles - for Electric Power & Telecommunication Lines. We have been carrying out
design, manufacture, test and supply of all types of Pre-stressed
Concrete Poles suitable for working loads up to 2000 DaN and 16
meters height in addition to the design and development of moulds,
equipment and machineries. Our company has the technical capa4
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bility and knowhow to provide with single window service on turnkey solution from concept-to-end (design, production, test, supply,
installation, commissioning and on the job training) to any potential
client requiring to set up or establish a plant for manufacturing of
Pre-stressed Concrete Poles in accordance with the International
standards over and above any requirements set by the client.
SABA has been one of the First Ethiopian companies to get Professional Membership of PCI, Pre-stress Concrete Institute of America,
enabling it to keep pace with the latest development in the ﬁeld in
order to give value for money to its esteemed clients.
SABA has strength in Project management, Resource planning - both
human and material - making it obvious choice as partner for development by customers as well as professionals and other companies
around the globe. The company has been involved in various projects
of such nature and achieved quite a reputation for surpassing clientsʼ’
expectations.
SABA Engineering extends its scope of service into the construction
material manufacturing and production industry and has recently
acquired Addis Block Production S.C and Bole Bulbula Quarry Plant
through auction under the Government privatization program of
public enterprises.
Addis Block Production S.C has been producing hollow blocks, solid
block and pavement tiles. After acquisition by SABA, it has expanded
its production into concrete tiles. A new concrete tiles manufacturing
plant is imported from Italy and erected in the premises of Addis
Block Production S.C. The new plant has a manufacturing capacity
of 250 sq.m of concrete tile per day and training has been given to
technicians and engineers who will be responsible for the manufacturing of concrete tiles.
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4. International Business Outreach
DJIBOUTI
ETHIOPIA
(Addis Ababa
Debre Tabor)
SOUTH SUDAN
(Juba)

SOMALIA

UGANDA
(Kampala)

RWANDA
(Kigali)

TANZANYA
(Tabora)
MALAWI
BURUNDI
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5. Contact Details

SABA ENGINEERING Plc.

Departments
1

Managing Director

Tel./E-mail
+251-11-4391065
+2519-11-207269
samsonb@sabaeng.com

2

Managing Director (Delegate)

+2519-11207270
beakalt@sabaeng.com

3

Deputy Managing Director (Operation)

4

Deputy Managing Director (Resource)

+2519-11-254412
hahyredinm@sabaeng.com

+2519-11-23-06-53
kebeded@sabaeng.com
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6. Design Department
Introduction
Design is one of the ﬁve operational departments of the company. It is organized to provide
a wide and full range of engineering services
in the design roads, bridges, buildings, water
supply and sewerage systems. Beside this the
department conducts detailed ground surveying
Team Excercise in the ofﬁce

works and evaluation of aerial photographs.
The department has been playing pivotal role

Trafﬁc engineering

for the last fourteen years in building the coun-

Transportation management

tryʼ’s infrastructure.

Aerial photography

Setup of Design Department

Photogrammetric evaluation

The department has four divisions which are well

Route selection
Detailed ground survey.
Detail design of new Roads
Detail design of Existing Roads

organized to render tailor made engineering
service for our customers speciﬁc to their need

Photogrametry & Topographic Surveying
Division
The division is staffed with well experienced GIS

Upgrading,Rehabilitation,Maintenance

experts and surveyors well acquainted with lo-

Building Design

cal and international geophysical conditions.

Architectural,Structural,electrical,sanitary

The division carries out the evaluation aerial

Water Supply & sewerage systems

photographs, digital maps and satellite imager-

Tender document preparation Evaluation of Bids
Feasibility studies
Socioeconomic studies
EIA

ies relevant to speciﬁc project the department
engaged. Beside this the division carries out
ground surveying work for the development of a
ground model that could be used in the detailed
engineering design.

Road & Bridge Design Division
This division provides consultancy service related
to road and bridge design. The design process is
very complicated and involves multi disciplinary
engineering solutions. Geometric design, the
provision of drainage structures, pavement design and tender document preparation are the
major elements of the divisionʼ’s activities.
Surveying on site

10
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Building Design Division

Software

This division is engaged in the architectural and

The department uses various authentic & li-

structural design ofﬁce buildings, dwelling apart-

censed software for the design various type

ments and modern villas, factories etc. The de-

infrastructures. Road design software such as

sign process also involves sanitary and electrical

InRoads, 12D and SDR are widely used by road

installation designs most appropriate to service

designers. It also applies HECRAS, HECHAMS,

the building designed to render.

EPANET and Water CAD software for drainage

Water Supply & Sewerage Design Division

and storm analysis. Beside these ArcView and

The division involved in the design water sup-

ArcGIS are widely used for the development of

ply system for major towns. The design process

georeferenced digital maps.

includes the intake, mechanical, biological,

Principal projects

chemical treatment and the distribution system of

Currently the department is engaged on projects

drinking water. The design of sewerage system is

of the most challenging nature. Some of them

generally involves the design of sewer collection

are Goge-Akobo, Sawala-Maji , Debark-Za-

pipes, its treatment through different mechani-

reama and Chole-Magna Road Projects which

cal, chemical and biological menses and the

are located at the most difﬁcult terrain and

releasing of discharges to the required quality

inaccessible location. Beside this Awsah-Dofen-

standard that consider the environment

Kassamender, Ankober-Alyuamba-AwashArba

Manpower

Junction, Massaka-Bukakata (Uganda), Ferry-

The department has more than forty permanent

landing Sites (Uganda) are some of the projects

staffs who are experts on the speciﬁc area of

being executed under the department.

their assignments.

Future plans

The team of experts com-

prises road designers, structural engineers,

In line with SABAʼ’s vision the department has

architects,

engineers,

planned and working to build its capacity and

location engineers surveyors, economists, soci-

expand its frontier to more African and other

ologists AutoCAD technicians etc. Beside this the

countries around the world. It is also working to

department also uses high caliber professionals

reorganizing itself to function as autonomous en-

as freelancers whenever a need arises

tity believed to bring effectiveness and efﬁciency

Equipment

to the department tasks.

hydrologists;

contract

The department uses quite modern equipments
related the design activities. This include Lieca
and ProMark GPS, surveying equipment like
Sokia total stations and Levels, computers, plotters etc. SAP 2000 and ETABs are used for Architecture and structural designs.
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7. Contract formulation & Supervision Department
This is one of the ﬁve Departments of SABA Engineering
which is involved in contract administration and supervision of road projects. The Department has two divisions;
Contract Formulation and Supervision. The Contract Formulation Division is responsible for preparation of tender
documents and pre-contract services.
Road Construction Supervision

The Supervision Division is responsible for;

Tender documents & Contact agreements Preparation

Supervising, inspecting, testing and approving the

Organize, supervise and direct supervision crew

physical construction of works

Supervise and follow up the progress of projects

Monitoring the progress of the works and adequacy of the

Prepare and submit to the Client

contractorʼ’s mobilization and resources for meeting the program

Monthly, Quarterly & Annual reports
Prepare and submit to the Client

Measuring and valuing the works and certifying both interim
payments and ﬁnal payments

Inception, Mobilization, Contract Completion

Dealing with technical matters that arise and providing

& Consultancy Completion Reports

instructions or drawings

Certify the Contractors payment certiﬁcates

Dealing with any contractual matters that arise including claims

Make correspondence with

and disputes

Client & Contractor on the project matters

All supervision staff including resident or intermittent staffs

Approve the Contractorʼ’s work programme

are particularly accountable to the Head of the Division.

i.e. equipment, Material & man power

The Department is staffed with thirteen (13) BSc. level and

Review and analyse the contractorʼ’s claims

above, plus sixty one (61) diploma holding professionals

Prepare variation orders &

experienced in construction supervision and manage-

supplementary agreements

ment. Some of the principal projects currently on hand

Conduct provisional and Final acceptance for

are Wacha-Maji Road Project, Woreta – Gobgob Road

completed projects and issue Completion

Upgrading Project, Metu-Gore Road Upgrading Project,

Certiﬁcates

Assela-DodolaRoad Project, Werabelle River Bridge Project and more…
The Department and its Engineers are using latest project
monitoring softwares such as, MS Ptojects, Primavera, etc.
for utmost utilization of resources and timely delivery.

Road Construction Supervision
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8. Hydrogeology and Water Well Drilling Department
The Department is one of the ﬁve main operational departments of the company organized
to provide a full range of expert service in
the water well construction, drilling for environmental and waste disposal, water related
studies and sewerage works, well maintenance
and abandonment. The History of the department dates back to 2000, where SABA started
groundwater exploration and water well drilling services as part of its main activities. The
entry point was one DTH/Rotary drilling machine rated for 700m. The growing demand of
potable water for urban centers, rural population, industrial and agricultural use in Ethiopia
and neighboring regions has encouraged
SABA to build up its capacity in the sector.
Towards this end, SABA Engineering PLC has

Deep and shallow water well drilling
Water well rehabilitation
Pumping test
Pump supply & installation
Construction of water supply
distribution systems
Hydrogeological & geophysical site
investigation
Consultancy services on
Hydrogeological, Geophysical site
investigation, Water well drilling
Water well design & construction
supervision

gradually increased the number of drilling
machines, highly qualiﬁed and intermediate
professionals and has also strengthened all
support facilities required for effective and
efﬁcient operation. Today SABA has three
DTH/Rotary drilling rigs rated up to 600m and
one Crawler type DTH/Rotary drilling machine
rated at 150m with complete accessories.
The departmentʼ’s behavior as whole or the
doing of individual employees is aimed at
fulﬁlling their commitment and establishing the
company image of credibility. The commitment
originates from its obligation to the society, to
the client and to its own staff.
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Division 2
Water Well Drilling Division
The service provided by this division ranges from
drilling deep water wells (500m) to shallow wells
to rehabilitating dying wells and to well abandonment. The works are done in conformance with
the requirement of ISO 9001, 2008 and the division pays great attention to updating and improving the technical equipments and technical means
to enhance the work quality and efﬁciency.
Dilling, Republic of Djibouti

The services rendered by the department are divided in two main divisions.

Division 1
Hydrogeology &Geophysics Division
The assignment this division carries out range from
ground water feasibility study to detail and comprehensive tender document and working drawing packages of various water projects.
•Conduct groundwater exploration and
development works depending on the require
ment of the client
•Formulate water well drilling plan and
programme, develop cost and time schedule

•Well sinking i.e.
•deep and shallow wells for production
of groundwater
•for disposal waste water underground
•Environmental
•Well maintenance, rehabilitation and
abandonment
•Pump supply and Installation
•Hand pumps installation and training on
the principle of pump handling and
maintenance.
•Pumping Test
•Construction on Water Supply Distribution
System

for the implementation of the same
•Water well design and construction supervision
•Conduct hydrogeological and hydro-geophysi
cal investigation for various water projects
•Consult on community water supply and
sanitation program
•Functionality analysis and consult on water
well maintenance, rehabilitation, development,
solid and liquid waste disposal
•Conduct borehole and surface geophysical
survey for various projects
14

Pump Testing, Rwanda
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Special Know-How

Support Facilities

In addition to its capacity and capability to un-

The departmentʼ’s day to day activities are

dertake major investigation, consultation and

supported with an established network, com-

construction works related to water works, the

munication technology, application system for

department possesses also a team of profes-

ﬁle management and MIS which enables to

sionals representing various ﬁelds of expertise

actualize two-way inquiry about information

which have registered professional certiﬁcates

of all kinds at any time, and data sharing on

from various accredited agencies. At present

real time. The department has computer facil-

the total number technical and support staff

ity applicable in areas of water well design,

is over 45 comprising:- Hydrogeologists and

computational analysis of ﬁeld and laboratory

Geologists, Water and Sanitation Engineers,

data, generating reports and desktop publish-

drilling experts, mechanics, electricians and

ing. Aquifer Test Pro V.3.5 for pumping test

technicians, Environmentalists and Social Devel-

analysis and Aquachem V.3.7 for chemical

opment Experts, Economists, Financial Analysts,

water quality data analysis is applied for ﬁeld

and Quality Assurance Experts, the department

data interpretation.

also has an active associate consultants and

The department draws technical support from

advisors with rich experience in various ﬁelds.

well organized central workshop staffed with

In addition to that the department is a member

qualiﬁed professionals who are experienced in

of National Ground Water Association which

repair and maintenance of vehicles, heavy duty

enables it to timely share professional and tech-

machineries, like rigs, dozer, loader, excava-

nical advancement in the industry.

tor, mud pump, that include compressor and
fuel pumps. The workshop is equipped with
the required maintenance tools, machines and
facilities which include engine maintenance
shop, welding and body workshop, electric
shop and machine shop. SABA also has well
established laboratory to conduct complete lab
analysis, chemical as well as biological, for
water sample.

Major Machineries and Equipment
Service delivered by the department is often
supplemented by facilities of other department
and SABA subsidiaries. The following major
Completed Well, Rwanda

machines and equipment are among the divers
facilities organized directly under its domain.
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Item

Description
of
Equipment

Model/Make

Water Well Drilling Rigs

1

Ellettari DTH/Rotary drilling rig, 500mt. drilling capacity with
mounted mud pump & external compressor*

EK-2000
Ellettari s.p.a/Italy

2

Ingersoll Rand DTH/Rotary drilling machine, 500mt. drilling
capacity with mounted mud pump & compressor

Cyclone TH-60
Ingersoll Rand/USA

3

Driltech DTH/Rotary drilling machine, 500mt. drilling capacity,
with mounted mud pump & compressor

D 40K II
Driltech Inc./USA

4

Ingersoll Rand DTH/Rotary drilling machine, 500mt. drilling
capacity with mounted mud pump & compressor

Cyclone TH-60
Ingersoll Rand/USA

5

Ingersoll Rand DTH/Rotary drilling machine, 500mt. drilling
capacity with mounted compressor

6

Body Crawler type DTH/Rotary drilling machine with 420H.
P Mitsubishi engine, 150mt. drilling capacity, with mounted
compressor and mud pump

B

Compressors and pumps

1

SAER Electrical submersible pump for 10”, 8”, 6ʼ’casing

2

Skid mounted compressor, 950 cfm /365psi Atlas Copco

3

Skid mounted compressor, 950 cfm /365psi Atlas

4

Skid mounted compressor, 1150cfm/350psi*

Hold Back

Condition
& Number
Available

Capacity (Ton)

A

Cyclone TH-60
Ingersoll Rand/USA

30

very Good

10.9

Very Good

12

Very Good

10.9

Very Good

10.9

Very Good

SH 2000/South Korea
Very Good

E S-181A/12,
Italy, India, S. Africa
&Turkey

4, New and 3
Very Good

Atlas Copco

2, Very Good

Atlas Copco

Very good

Sullair/USA

New

C

Geophysical investigation equipment

SARIS Resistivity meter, Scintrex-Canada

New

D

Diesel Generator, 220V, 300 KVA, 150KVA, 135KVA,
120KVA & 50KVA

Robin, UK, Perkins,
Scania & Volvo

6 new and
V. Good

Fiat, Scania,
Mitsubushi, Isuzu
& Toyota

21 new, V.G
& Good

E

Support Trucks and Field Vehicles

The department has provided services for various

•Drilling of 8 wide diameter deep wells, 14”

projects including among others:-

and 2 observation wells 8” in Allaidege

•Hydrogeological and geophysical investigation

Plain, Afar National Regional State with

and drilling of 12 deep water wells, 12” & 14”
for complete water supply of Debremarkos

Ministry of Water Resource @ 2,198,358
•Drilling of 7 wide diameter deep wells &

town, Amhara National Regional State @

6 shallow wells, 14” and 12”, Djibouti Urban

Birr 4,673,403.

Water Supply Project, Republic of Djibouti @

•Drilling of 7 deep wells, 10” in Daro Lebu and
Chiro Woreda, Oromia National Regional State,
@ Birr 1,535,270
•Drilling of 5 Boreholes 10” and 18 shallow

Birr 7,628,345
•Drilling of 83 shallow wells 8” in Umutara
Province, Republic of Rwanda, @
Birr 10,182,011

wells 8”, SNNPRS, @ Birr 2,196,017
16
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9. Geotechnical Engineering Department
The department has delivered consultancy
services in the ﬁeld of Material Investigation
and Pavement Design as well as Foundation
Investigations for various sustainable development projects here in Ethiopia and extending
its reach in East African countries,

recently.

As leading and experienced geotechnical engineering ﬁrm, we have served a wide range
of clients, that is, public, private, religious institutions, national, and international organizations. The department is actively engaged in
many prestigious projects thereby contributing
its share to the development of the country for
Drilling on progress for foundation investigation
for 2B+G+12 Storey building in Addis Ababa.

which we have received testimonials or acknowledgements for the successful and timely
completion of the assignment.

Services Delivered by the Department are:

The department is staffed with task oriented,
disciplined, well integrated professionals and

Soil and Material Investigations and Pavement
Design.

semi-professionals with strong team spirit, vast

Slope Stability Calculations and Analyses.
Geotechnical Investigations and Foundation
Recommendations of Multi-Storey Buildings, Tele
Towers, Oil Depots, Bridges, Factory Buildings, Power
Transmission Line Tower Sites, ...etc
Geotechnical Investigations of Dam Sites, Reservoirs,
and Tunnels.
Static Plate Load Test.
Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) Test.
Schmidt Hammer Rebound Test.

sibilities under difﬁcult circumstances, and bad

experience, capable in disposing their respon-

climatic conditions. The successful completion
of the geotechnical investigation for 230kV
Power Transmission Tower Sites, Ethiopia
Djibouti Power Interconnection Project, and
material investigations covering ninety one kilometers with out any access for vehicles for
Lot 4, Omo-Maji Section of Sawla-Maji Road
Project are among the notable achievements of
the staff members of the Department carried
out in the remote part of the country.
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The Department owns ﬁve rotary rigs with complete accessories and wide range of tools, and
various apparatus including Benkelman Beam,
Schmidt Hammer, DCP, Plate Load Test…

Geotechnical Investigation
The Department is widely known in conduct-

Material Investigation and Pavement Design
The department has successfully accomplished
material investigations and pavement design
of various trunk and feeder roads as lead consultant and in association with internationally
renowned foreign based companies. Besides
these, we offer slope stability analyses of cut
slopes and geotechnical investigation of river
crossings as part of the pavement design.

Deﬂection survey, AgereMariam-Moyale Road Rehabilitation Project

vestigation and various sustainable projects.
We have conducted foundation investigation
and recommendations for multi-storey buildings, dam sites, reservoirs, bridges, factory
buildings, overpasses, telecommunication and
high voltage power transmission line tower
sites, fuel depots, and related civil engineer-

Transporting soil and construction material samples by
Mules. Sawla-Maji Road Project, Omo-Maji, Lot IV.

ing projects.

SABA Engineering plc has carried out material investigation and pavement design for
Ethiopian Roads Authority and Regional Rural
Roads Bereaus and so many other non governmental ofﬁces. The integrity and team spirit
of our professionals enabled us for the successful execution of many road projects in the
remote part of the country. Our service, material investigation and pavement design, is not
limited only here locally but extends with in

Geotechnical site investigation for Blue Nile Bridge (span
278m). Sherkole-Guba Road Project, Contract-2, Blue
Nile-Guba.

the reach of East African countries namely
The Republic of Uganda and Rwanda.
18
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ing geotechnical investigations for foundation

Currently, the Department has ﬁve rotary rigs

investigation and various sustainable projects.

capable of drilling up to 200m depth, with com-

We have conducted foundation investigation

plete accessories, and tools. Out of which, two

and recommendations for multi-storey build-

are Body Crawler Type rigs which can be used

ings, dam sites, reservoirs, bridges, factory

in areas of poor accessibility. We utilize con-

buildings, overpasses, telecommunication and

trolled format for

high voltage power transmission line tower

port writing. Besides these, the various services

sites, fuel depots, and related civil engineer-

delivered by the Department are in accordance

ing projects.

with internationally known and practiced stan-

The department is equipped with apparatuses

dards such as ASTM, AASHTO, and BS Codes.

to carry out in-situ tests including Schmidt Ham-

Window based soft wares and other various

mer Rebound Test and Static Plate Load Test to

soft wares such as AutoCad, Rocklab, Global

determine the strength of concrete and settle-

Mapper, ArcGIS, ArcVIEW… etc are utilized for

ﬁeld data collection and re-

processing data and compilation.
The Department is working closely with Italian
based company regarding slope stability calculation and analyses for cut slopes.
SABA has purchased brand new drilling rig capable of boring up to 300m with an option to
drill inclined/directional boreholes up to 45°.

Static Plate Load Test on Progress, Beles Multipurpose
Project

Resources
The Department is staffed with multi-disciplinary professionals specialized in material engineering, engineering geology, geotechnical
engineering, remote sensing and GIS with
long years of experience in the ﬁeld of their
respective specializations. Moreover, semi-professionals including drillers and soil technicians

Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) Test on progress,
Ethiopia Dijibouti Power interconnection Project,
EDPIP-A-1

with substantial ﬁeld experience are asset of
the Department.
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10. Central Materials Laboratory
Material Testing Laboratory Activities
Our Geotechnical Investigation works are supported by a laboratory testing division which
is certiﬁed and highly proﬁcient materials laboratory located within the premises of the Head
Ofﬁce.

CBR Test

The laboratory is well equipped with facilities
necessary for conducting tests on a wide range of
foundation materials, sub grade soil and construction materials including soils, aggregates, Rock,
HCB, Rock, cement, water quality, bitumen and
preparation of asphalt and cement concrete mix
designs for various classes of strength.

Compressive Strength Test

The materials testing laboratory is well-equipped
with modern computerized testing equipment and
qualiﬁed manpower. Laboratory test results are
issued in concise computer generated formats
and graphics with supplemental data acquisition
reports available upon request.

We maintain international test procedures for all
Compaction Test

tests conducted by our ﬁrm, and stay abreast of
changes in methods along with new procedures
through regular and continuous quality improvement programs. Our laboratory equipment is
modern, calibrated at regular intervals by the
National Standards Authority and is in conformity
with International Quality Standards.

Aterberg and Plastic Limit Test
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Training for Material Laboratory Testing
The mission of SABAʼ’s Training Center is to provide skills upgrading opportunities for young
persons aspiring to engage or who are already
engaged in the construction sector especially
those directly involved in construction materials
and train them as laboratory technicians of soil
mechanics. The course also provides vocational

Theory Class

training in the ﬁelds of soil mechanics, water well
drilling and allied ﬁelds for a limited number of
high school graduates / dropouts to expand
their employment opportunities thereby reducing
unemployment. The vision of the Training Center
is to foster curricula and vocational certiﬁcation
programs that meet the unique needs of the beneﬁciaries and the employers.

Practicing

Description of the Current Training Programs
SABA Engineering PLC has a very well-established
training component. It has developed formal inhouse training programs for its own employees
in a number of ﬁelds relating to road, water and
building design and construction supervision and
maintenance. These programs have also been
of interest to people from different bodies and

Practicing

organizations.
The current training programs include the following four types of courses:
i) Soil Laboratory technicians training:
this course is offered for a period of three to
four months and involves classroom lectures and
Sample study
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practical training conducted in our Central

iv) On-the-job training for junior surveyors and

Materials Testing Laboratory. Training partici-

drillers: Training is given to junior surveyors in

pants comprise trainees sponsored by external

the use and application of modern surveying

institutions as part of the poverty alleviation

equipment such as Total Station and GPS. On-

program and some directly sponsored by their

the-job training is also offered to drilling techni-

employers while others are self sponsored. A

cians on the technology of modern water well

study has been completed to formalize this

and core drilling machinery operation, mainte-

course and obtain accreditation at the diploma

nance and management. The training is given

level (10+3). The course is envisaged to be

by professionals, and in almost all cases, SABA

given for period of 12 months;

assigns the trainees to work in its surveying and

ii) Practical attachment training:

drilling teams.

At the end of each academic year, SABA re-

Training Offers for Disadvantaged Groups

ceives collaboration requests from various col-

Almost 50% of the beneﬁciaries in the training

leges and universities to offer practical training

areas described in (i) and (iv) above are from

to graduating civil engineering students, which

disadvantaged groups. In particular, nearly

is graded as part of their course work. SABA

all trainees sponsored by external institutions

offers practical attachment training for six to

(especially NGOs) as part of the poverty al-

eight senior year students annually for a pe-

leviation program come from such a group. In

riod of two to three months in the areas of geo-

addition, SABA sponsors a limited number of

techniques, topographic surveys, road design,

trainees when it is ascertained that they have

and contract administration as well as construc-

no resources to cover the fees or could not be

tion management on an attachment basis;

sponsored by others.

iii) Professional practice for junior engineers:
SABA offers training in advanced design technology, Construction Materials Laboratory
Testing and other practical aspects of road
design to junior engineers. Further, tailor made
courses are offered to junior engineers upon
the request of regional Rural Roads Authorities
and other interested private and government
institutions; and
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Works department has been active for some

Design , Manufacturing and supply of
pre-stressed concrete poles
Design and construction of electrical
transmission and distribution networks
Supply and installation of
electromechanical equipment
Design and construction of civil works

time and now itʼ’s ready to carry and execute
complex assignments in the ﬁeld of construction
of roads and other civil works.

The Debretabor Concrete Pole Factory is one
of the best and most advanced factories and
currently manufacturing pre-stressed Rectangular & Spun types of poles that ranges from 8
meters height to 12 meters height. The load
capacities of these poles run from 300 daN to
1250 daN while the minimum and maximum

A. Pre Stressed Concrete Pole factory

The Construction Department of Saba Engineer-

rectangular poles dimension ranges from top

ing is one of the ﬁve operational departments of

100mmx180mm to 140mmx180mm and bot-

the company organized to provide a full range

tom 100mmx370mm to 140mmx390mm. Also,

of expert services in the Civil Construction, Elec-

the spun poles dimension ranges from inside

tromechanical Works Construction and Supply

diameter top 130mm to 160mm, outside diam-

of Electromechanical Materials and Equipment.

eter top 220mm to 320mm and inside diameter

The Civil Construction Sector SABA has achieved

bottom 236mm to 320mm, outside diameter

experience in civil works from Debretaborʼ’s

bottom 326mm to 480mm.

Concrete Pole Factory construction i.e. Factory

Concrete Pole Factory has currently the capac-

Building Design, Construction of Building, Con-

ity to produce 150 rectangular shapes and 250

crete Foundations for High Vibration Machines

spun type poles per day and it is supplying two

and Internal Gravel Access Roads.

separate Ethiopian Electric Power Corporation

The Civil

The Debretabor

projects.
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A. Pre Stressed Concrete Pole Production

The electromechanical works division is a unit
set under the construction department and is currently involved in Power Distribution Design and

Manufactured Concrete Pole

Construction of Electrical Power Systems Network
for the Rural Electriﬁcation Program. This sector
has extensive experience in the design and con-

The factory also has one of the best in house
design capabilities conforming to international
standards using latest soft wares to suit any re-

struction of Power Distribution Line with wooden
and concrete poles and switch gear installation in
rural electriﬁcation program of Ethiopia.

quirements of pre-stressed concrete poles. Currently, the factory is running with one hundred
twenty six (126) permanent and 349 temporary
employees out of which 36% are minorities.
Fully automatic concrete batching and mixing
plant, spinning & stretching equipment, spiral
wire machines, cones, button head machines,
hydraulic pressing jacks, mould transport units
& lifting clamps, concrete ﬁlling equipment,

Distribution Line

over head cranes, boiler, crushing plant, heavy

Some of the towns that have been designed and

earth moving equipment (loaders, excavators,

constructed by Saba and beneﬁted from this pro-

dozers etc.), 20 tone cranes, fork lifts, dump

gram are: In the Northern Part (Amara Province)

trucks, courier trucks, light vehicles are part of

Eighteen (18) Towns were completed and com-

the equipment Saba uses to manufacture and

missioned out of which 4 towns were executed

deliver the seventy eight thousand ninety six

using concrete poles and the rest wooden poles

(78,096) Pre-stressed Concrete Poles to multiple

– also, in the Southern Part, Twelve (12) Towns

EEPCo contracts.

The concrete pole factory

were completed and commissioned and all were

is located 666 km away from Addis Ababa

executed and commissioned as scheduled, within

through Bahir Dar route.

the given time frame and cost.
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B. Rural Electriﬁcation

Saba Engineering has been awarded additional

Installation of Electromechanical Equipment,

16,154,623.47 ETB worth of assignments to con-

Construction of Roads and other civil projects

struct Medium Voltage (MV) and Low Voltage

within Ethiopia and Eastern Africa.

(LV) Distribution Networks to electrify twenty eight
(28) towns in the Southern Province. The towns
are-Misrak Embor, Wirib (Odo), Wita, Refenso,
Burebulshana, Bukunjo, Hagadege, Woramera,
Nagacho, Weraboyo, Checho (Lemeja), Soda
Adancho, Gubana, Ambaricho, Bekefa, Wegebet Aheba, Awaye, Dega Kedida, Lemlem One,
Selo, Woshano, Adazer Ambericho, Adazer
Shabel, Anfar, Godda, Jerro, Qede & Ho Sana
S/S, Fonka Line – which are located in the SNNP
province.
The electro-mechanical work division holds ten
(10) Saba Engineering appointed Experts, experienced Engineers and professionals supported
by Auto-Cad, Plan & Proﬁle Design Software,
Software for Electrical Network Analysis and

Working on Transmission Line

other various software including up-to-date equipment and materials as GPS, Crane, Gin Pole and
others.
The department intends to expand its current capacity to the level where it can participate and
execute more complex tasks in Design and Supply of Concrete Poles, Design and Construction
of Electrical Power System Networks, Supply and
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12. Sister Companies
A. Addis Block Production Share Company
For over 28 years, it has been engaged in producing various sizes of solid and hollow blocks
and supplying to the construction industry. The
Quality of the products is highest and reputation is maintained through active involvement
The Addis Block Production Share Company

of the departmnt of quality control in the com-

(ABPSC) is located off Debre Zeit Road near

pany after its acquisition by SABA Engineering.

the main Shall Fuel Depot in Woreda 19 Ke-

In its endeavor to expand its service, the com-

bele 47. It was established in 1976 under the

pany has established a new production line for

name of Building Materials Research Center

various types and sizes of indoor and out door

(BMRC) as a pilot plant for low cost housing

Concrete tiles, Terrazzo tiles, Threads, Riser and

projects within the former Ethiopian Building

Window Sill in response to the market demand

and Construction Authority (EBCA) with the

and the booming construction industry, espe-

agreement of the Ethiopian Government and

cially, the housing development program of the

the Swedish International Development Agency

government.

(SIDA). Following the dissolution of the EBCA
in 1992, BMRC became a public enterprise in
March 1993 with a paid up capital of Birr 8 million, which was later transformed into a share
company in December 1999 and the total paid
up capital was raised to Birr 14,245,000 the
principal objective being the production of wall
blocks and related products.
Addis Block Production Share Company is one
of the sister companies of SABA Engineering
Plc. acquired in December 2007. As a result of
the privatization policy of the Ethiopian Government it was purchased with a total capital
of Birr 23,000,000.00. Addis Block production
Share Companyʼ’s head ofﬁce and production

The quality products the factory provides to the
construction industry of different sizes and types
include but not limited to:
•Solid, Hollow & Half Hollow Concrete Blocks
•Architectural Concrete Blocks
•Concrete Slab Blocks
•Single ribbed Concrete Hollow & Solid Blocks
•Multi ribbed Hollow Blocks
•Fluted Concrete Blocks
•Pavement Concrete Blocks
•Concrete Tiles for in door and out door use
•Artiﬁcial stones
•Terrazzo Risers, Threads, window sills & Tiles

site is located at Nifas Silk Lafto Kiﬂe Ketema,
Kebele 10/18 behind Shell Depot.
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B. Bole Bulbula Construction Stone Production Share Company
has become operational as of November 2008.
At current production rate the site potential could
last for 15 years. Bulbula site has been operational for the last 23 years. At the present daily
production rate it may use the resources beyond
5 years, but the potential for extraction and processing selected ﬁll is big that could sustain for
Bole Bulbula Construction Stone Production

another ten years.

Share Company was established in 1979 E.C.

Currently the share company produces differ-

under the former Mineral Resource Develop-

ent sizes of crushed agregates, sub-base, base

ment Corporation. It was reestablished as a

course, and selected materials (Pit-ran) as well as

share company in 1992 E.C. with an autho-

masonry stone. The commonly produced sizes of

rized capital of Birr 5,891,000.00 and a paid

aggregate are 0-10mm, 10-15mm, 15-20mm, 15-

up capital of Birr 5,443,978.00. The company

25mm and 25-30mm. The products are used for

was purchased by SABA Engineering PLC on

all kinds of Civil Construction purposes.

August 1st, 2007 following the aquisition ten-

The company utilizes ﬁne grained, fresh and mas-

der ﬂoated by the Government Privatization

sive basalt for crushed aggregate production

Agency.

after stripping the overburden and blasting. The

The Company is located in Addis Ababa,

muck pile is crushed in two stage crushing units

Bole Sub-City with a total concession area of

and graded to different size fractions. The source

893,903m2 at three different sites; the head

rock for selected material is moderately to highly

ofﬁce is located in Bole Kiﬂeketma, Kebele

weathered and fractured basalt. Masonry stone

17/19/20 with a total concession area of

is excavated from ignimbrite deposit.

485,890m2. The remaining balance is in Bole

In addition to the above mentioned product

Belo and Tana Beles sites with area coverage

ranges the company produces and supplies the

of 225,681m2 and 18,332m2 respectively.

following various sizes and types of construction

Currently the Tana Beles site has stopped

materials to its clients:

producing crushed aggregate due to the de-

• Pre cast Concrete

pletion of source rock, left as suitable for the

• Window Sills, Stair Riser and Treads

production of selected material. Belo quarry

• Pre Cast concrete beams, and

site has completed the necessary infrastruc-

• Diamenshioned Stones

tural conditions erections, commissioning and
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13. Supplies Business
•Import of Water Puriﬁer, UPS,various

area and more than twenty (20) well trained

types of Testing equipment and

engineering experts puts SABA Engineer-

instruments for Engineering applications

ing PLC in a position to cater and deliver

•Appointed Commission agent for

international standard products and services.

renowned international Suppliers and

SABA Engineering PLC has imported and

manufacturers

supplied for different governmental enti-

•Supply of various Engineering Equipments,

ties and private institutions, the required

Construction Materials and Laboratory in

engineering and soil laboratory equipment,

struments for educational and commercial

spare parts, water well and geo-techni-

use in association with international manu

cal

facturers and service providers

sors and generators using the capacity of

investigation

drilling

rigs,

compres-

its associates in the international market.

We are also a sole authoSABAʼ’s import and commissioning Agent busi-

rized agent for Waterex,

ness activity has been started with an objective

a source independent wa-

of acquiring foreign manufacturers and suppli-

ter generator (transform-

ers to fulﬁll Ethiopiaʼ’s import and supply need.

ing air into pure drinking

It is one of the leading commissioning Agents

water), laboratory equip-

and Auxiliary Trade import business entities in

ment

Ethiopia involved in supply of materials & equip-

application with G.U.N.T.

ment, installation and construction of civil works,

Hamburg (State of the

electromechanical and various other projects.

art laboratory equipment

The connection and network it has established
with governmental entities, private companies

for educational

Waterex Machine

by

a

German

well

established
Company),

and well connected individuals has put SABA

road construction machineries with Xiʼ’an Da-

on the top list of trusted commissioning Agent

gang Road Machinery Company (Asphalt

companies. SABAʼ’s engagement in diversi-

Distributors, Asphalt Melters, Chips Spreaders,

ﬁed engineering businesses coupled with the

Chips Sealers, Modiﬁed Asphalt Plants and As-

880m2 workshop coverage area, 200m2

phalt Emulsion Plants) with SAR Group ( high

Spare part Storage area, 232m2 Warehouse

Power Inverters & Elevator Back-up UPS systems,
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Asphalt Melter

The Company has been emboldened by its
business success and expanded its business
services since year 2000 to Eastern and
Sine wave Inverter & Long Back-up Sine Wave

Southeastern

UPS, Squarewave Inverter & Long Back-up UPS,

SABA Engineeringʼ’s vast business experi-

Line Interactive & Online UPS, High Convenience

ence and knowledge of the import sector

No maintenance batteries, Long Life Inverter

has attracted the attention of international

Batteries and High Performance Long Life Bat-

companies that wish to supply their prod-

teries.) and with INTRA Co., Parma, Italy with

ucts and provide services to Ethiopia and

many years of trading partnership for heavy

East

machinery parts, drilling rigs, chemicals etc…

association with SABA Engineering PLC.

Africa

African

region

culminating

in

Moreover,

establishing

Supplier of scaffolding
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14. Business Awards Registration, Membership & Afﬁliation

BADEA

THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA
MINISTRY OF WORKS, HOUSING AND COMUNICATIONS
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AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

ISLAMIC DEVELOPMENT BANK

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS
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Social Responsibility

Code of Conduct
SABA adopts FIDICʼ’s model Code of Conduct, which reads
as follows:
The ﬁrm accepts continuing responsibility for its consulting services
before its clients and society.
The ﬁrm shall permanently contribute to the beneﬁt of its clients
and society, through sustained personnel training and technology
development aimed at improving productivity.
The ﬁrm will include sustainability as a permanent goal in every
project.

Quality of Service
The ﬁrm shall only undertake project assignments in its areas of
expertise, where it has the capabilities to deliver efﬁcient and
effective service to its clients.
The ﬁrm is committed to providing high quality services to clients.
The ﬁrm will focus on Quality Management as a working methodol
ogy, and on permanent improvement as a means to improve the
quality of service.
The ﬁrm is committed to the continuing improvement of its knowl
edge base, abilities and tools in its area of expertise. The ﬁrm
will focus on technology management as a working methodology,
and shall extend to its clients the beneﬁts of its professional
achievements.

Objectivity of the Firm
The ﬁrm will act with loyalty to its clients, and will maintain the
conﬁdentiality of any information from the client that is obtained
in the process of performing services. The ﬁrm will also keep
conﬁdential the documents and reports prepared for the client.
The ﬁrm shall avoid any conﬂict of interest, and will inform a client
beforehand of any potential conﬂict of interest that could emerge
during the execution of consulting services.
The ﬁrm will only offer its services under contracting terms that do
not interfere with its independence, integrity and objectivity.
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Corporate Integrity

The ﬁrm will only solicit consulting work and participate in private
or public competitive bidding under the highest standards of
corporate ethics and competitive practices, and with total integrity
in its transactions.
The ﬁrm will act at all times for the beneﬁt of clients, and will carry
out services with professional integrity, while not jeopardizing the
interests of society.
The promotional activity of the ﬁrm and its services will uphold the
dignity and reputation of the industry. Brochures and other formal
documents describing resources, experience, work and
reputation, will affect the ﬁrmʼ’s actual circumstances in a truthful
manner.
The ﬁrm shall manage with integrity its internal and external
clients. The ﬁrm will focus on Business Integrity Management as
a working methodology, consistent with the dignity of the
knowledge-based consulting industry.

Competition
The ﬁrm favors Quality Based Selection for the contracting of its
services.
If solicited to review the work performed by another consultant,
the ﬁrm will act in accordance with its business integrity and
objectivity policies.
The ﬁrm will not endorse compensation or contribution
arrangements destined to inﬂuence or secure consulting work, nor
seek commissions from suppliers of equipment and services
recommended to the client as part of the ﬁrmʼ’s consulting services.
The ﬁrm shall not take part in activities that could damage the
reputation or the business of others.

Business Integrity Policy
SABA wishes to maintain its impartiality and independence and
contribute globally to a fair conduct of business, avoiding
extraneous inﬂuence on selection, execution or compensation
procedures.
We will not in our services or in any other activity, directly or
indirectly, accept bribery, extortion, fraud, collusion or any other
undue business activity.
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